Circle the adjectives and underline the nouns they describe. There may be more than one of each!

1. The large fan blew a cool breeze on us.
2. Bill rode his yellow skateboard down the steep hill.
3. We like pink lemonade better than regular lemonade.
4. The rocking chair is comfortable.
5. My dog has a plaid collar with his name on it.
6. Grandpa swept the dirty porch.
7. Pasta is Abby’s favorite food.
8. Skunks are black and white.
9. The car’s gas tank is empty.
10. I have a pen with red, blue and green ink.
11. My beautiful mom loves how peaceful the lake is.
12. Early morning is the best time to catch fish.

Adjectives are words that describe nouns.
Circle the adjectives and underline the nouns they describe. There may be more than one of each!

1. The **large** fan blew a **cool** breeze on us.
2. Bill rode his **yellow** skateboard down the **steep** hill.
3. We like **pink** lemonade better than **regular** lemonade.
4. The **rocking** chair is comfortable.
5. My dog has a **plaid** collar with his name on it.
6. Grandpa swept the **dirty** porch.
7. Pasta is Abby’s **favorite** food.
8. **Skunks** are **black** and **white**.
9. The car’s **gas** tank is **empty**.
10. I have a **pen** with **red**, **blue** and **green** ink.
11. My beautiful **mom** loves how **peaceful** the **lake** is.
12. Early **morning** is the **best** time to catch fish.

Adjectives are words that describe nouns.